Clinical Outcomes and Quality of Vision Associated with Bilateral Implantation of a Wavefront Shaping Presbyopia Correcting Intraocular Lens
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Purpose: To provide normative visual acuity and quality of vision data related to bilateral implantation of a wavefront shaping presbyopia correcting intraocular lens (IOL).

Patients and Methods: This was a non-interventional research study of the refraction, visual acuity (VA) and quality of vision achieved after bilateral implantation of a wavefront shaping presbyopia correcting intraocular lens between 3 months and 12 months postsurgery. The manifest refraction, and uncorrected and distance corrected VA at near, intermediate and distance (40 cm, 50 cm, 66 cm, 4 m) were tested. Binocular mesopic VA at 4 m and uncorrected photopic low contrast (25%) VA at 4 m were also tested, the latter with and without a glare source. A patient reported outcome questionnaire was administered. Defocus curve testing with and without simulated myopia in the non-dominant eye was also tested (reported elsewhere).

Results: Forty subjects completed the study. There was no statistically significant difference between the uncorrected and distance corrected VA at any distance. Mean logMAR binocular VAs were (−0.07 ± 0.07) at 4 m, (0.00 ± 0.07) at 66 cm and (0.07 ± 0.11) at 40 cm. Uncorrected photopic low contrast VA was statistically significantly better without glare (0.09 ± 0.10) compared to with glare (0.44 ± 0.21, p < 0.01). Reported glare, halos and starbursts were “not at all” or “a little” bothersome for more than 95% of subjects. Hazy vision and blurred vision were reported most often.

Conclusion: The Vivity IOL provided patients with good distance and intermediate vision, and functional near vision with low reported bother from glare, halos, or starbursts.
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Plain Language Summary

Many patients who have cataract surgery are interested in being less dependent on their glasses afterwards. Some intraocular lenses (multifocal IOLs) create several distinct focal points for far, intermediate and/or near viewing, to provide better vision at these working distances. Other lenses can extend a single focal point to help increase the range of vision. There are limits to this technology, so distance vision and computer work are generally good but near vision may not be as good as can be obtained with a multifocal IOL. However, the level of visual disturbances may be relatively lower with the extended focus IOL. The current study was designed to evaluate the clinical results obtained for patients who had a new extended range of vision IOL implanted in both eyes. The study showed that this IOL provided very good distance and intermediate vision and good near vision. Visual disturbances such as hazy vision and blurred vision were the most common reported, with low reports of glare, halos, or starbursts.
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Introduction
With modern intraocular lens (IOL) power calculation formulas, cataract surgery is justifiably considered a refractive procedure, with a high likelihood that patients will not need spectacles for distance vision when a monofocal IOL is implanted. For subjects interested in reducing their dependence on spectacles for intermediate (computer) or near (reading) vision, multifocal or extended depth of focus (EDOF) IOLs may be considered. It has been demonstrated that trifocal IOLs are most likely to provide spectacle independence at all distances.\(^1\) Limitations in how far the depth of focus can be extended prevent EDOF lenses from providing the same level of near vision as can be achieved with a multifocal, but they generally provide good vision at distance and intermediate. A purported advantage of EDOF IOLs is the expectation that visual disturbances will be lower, as light is not “split” to provide several distinct foci.\(^3\) However, some studies have shown that visual disturbances with a diffractive EDOF lens (Symfony, Johnson & Johnson Vision, Santa Ana, CA) are not significantly reduced relative to a trifocal IOL.\(^4\)–\(^6\)

It is recognized, though, that patients implanted with monofocal IOLs tend to have a lower incidence and severity of visual disturbances, such as glare and halos, relative to either multifocal or traditional EDOF lenses.\(^4\)–\(^5\)

There are several different approaches that have been used to create EDOF lenses.\(^7\) One involves manipulating spherical aberration (SA), with one IOL designed with alternating annular zones of positive and negative SA in the IOL to increase the depth of focus.\(^8\)–\(^9\) Challenges with this approach are the variability in the existing SA in each eye (making it more difficult to obtain a predictable effect) and the limits to which SA can be modified before the quality of vision degrades. Another is the use of diffractive elements to produce the EDOF effect, but as noted above the advantages of such an IOL relative to a diffractive multifocal have been questioned. A third involves the use of a limiting aperture to extend the depth of focus, a method commonly used in photography.\(^10\) The challenge with this method is that the amount of light entering the eye may be significantly reduced; as a result, this approach typically involves only monocular implantation.

The AcrySof® IQ Vivity™ IOL is based on a new optical design principle. It does not incorporate diffractive elements, nor does it target SA changes or aperture limiting technology to achieve a better range of vision. This novel presbyopia correcting IOL from Alcon (Fort Worth, TX) incorporates proprietary wavefront shaping (X-WAVE™) technology to produce an extended focal length that channels almost all the incoming light through the IOL in that specific range.\(^11\) The low amount of “unused” light is expected to reduce the potential for visual disturbances, because out-of-focus light is generally the root cause of disturbances such as halos and glare. In several clinical studies the reported visual disturbances with this IOL were not different from those observed with a monofocal IOL, but intermediate and near vision were better than can be achieved with a monofocal IOL.\(^12\)–\(^13\) The lens is a 1-piece, hydrophobic aspheric posterior chamber IOL with ultraviolet protection and a blue-light filter. It has a 6 mm optical zone with a modified central 2.2 mm region to create the “stretched” wavefront.

The purpose of the current study was to provide objective and subjective normative clinical outcomes data for patients who have the Vivity IOL bilaterally implanted.

Patients and Methods
This study was a non-interventional single-arm study of visual outcomes and quality of vision after successful bilateral implantation of the Vivity IOL. A regional ethics committee (REK, Norway) approved the study, and enrolled subjects signed an appropriate informed consent document. As a non-interventional study, there was no clinical trial registration requirement. The study was conducted in accordance with good clinical practice (GCP) and the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki were observed. Data are not available for sharing.

Eligible patients had to have had previous uncomplicated bilateral cataract surgery with binocular implantation of the Vivity lens more than 3 months but less than a year prior to their enrollment. They had to have a best-corrected monocular and binocular distance visual acuity (VA) of 20/40 (0.3 logMAR) or better. Subjects with previous corneal surgery, ocular pathology, or significant posterior capsular opacity (PCO) were excluded. One surgeon (KGG) had performed all surgeries. Eyes with both toric and non-toric versions of the Vivity IOL were included. To be enrolled, the inclusion and exclusion criteria had to be met in both eyes of any potential subject.

Potential participants were identified from the clinical records of the site and screened to establish their eligibility, based on the inclusion and exclusion criteria above. If
eligible, they were asked to participate in two postoperative diagnostic visits (one to three weeks apart); this was to reduce potential fatigue related to testing multiple defocus curves. Clinical evaluations included a manifest refraction, uncorrected and distance corrected VA at near (40 cm and 50 cm) intermediate (66 cm), and distance (4 m). Uncorrected photopic low contrast (25%) VA at 4 m was also tested, with and without a glare source. VA data were collected using the M&S Technologies Clinical Trial Suite (Niles, IL, USA). A patient reported outcome questionnaire related to quality of vision was also administered (the Quality of Vision questionnaire, or Q of V). This Rasch-scored questionnaire measures the reported Frequency, Severity and Degree of Bother associated with 10 distinct visual disturbances, such as glare, halos, starbursts, and blurred vision. In addition to the above, four binocular defocus curves were collected for each subject based on different levels of simulated monovision. Defocus curve results are reported in a separate publication.

Demographic and surgical planning data were obtained from the subjects’ clinical records. Surgeries were performed bilaterally on the same day, with one eye targeted for the least-plus sphere from the surgery planning results and the contralateral eye targeted for the least-minus sphere. Toric planning was based on software that included consideration of posterior corneal astigmatism. One optometrist conducted all diagnostic visits. Detailed statistical analyses were performed using STATISTICA, version 12 (TIBCO Software Inc., Palo Alto, CA, USA).

## Results

Forty subjects were recruited for the study and completed the two diagnostic visits. A summary of the relevant demographic, preoperative and postoperative data is contained in Table 1. No subject had any adverse events identified at either diagnostic visit. Fifteen percent (12/80) of eyes had a toric IOL implanted. There was no statistically significant difference in either the postoperative spherical equivalent refraction (p = 0.51) or the refractive cylinder (p = 0.57) between the non-toric and toric eyes. Overall, 90% of eyes had a spherical equivalent refraction within 0.50D of plano and 83% had ≤ 0.50 D of refractive cylinder. Only one eye was more than 0.50D hyperopic. Three quarters of all eyes (60/80) had a residual spherical equivalent refraction within 0.50D of plano with ≤ 0.50 D of refractive cylinder. Figure 1 shows the distribution of residual refractive error. YAG capsulotomies were performed in 9% (7/80) of eyes, all prior to their study visit.

Figure 2 shows the uncorrected and distance corrected binocular visual acuity at all test distances. There was no statistically significant difference between the uncorrected and distance corrected VA at any distance. A repeated measures ANOVA showed that the VA at the different test distances was statistically significantly different but post-hoc testing showed there was no statistically significant difference between 66 cm and 50 cm for either the uncorrected (p = 0.6) or distance corrected (p = 0.9) condition.

The binocular mesopic uncorrected and distance corrected near VA at 40 cm and 50 cm was measured. There was no statistically significant difference between the uncorrected and corrected states at either distance. The mean binocular mesopic uncorrected VA was about 0.1 ± 0.10 in both cases at both distances.

Figure 3 shows the distribution of the uncorrected binocular photopic low contrast VA with and without glare at 4 m. There was a statistically significant difference between the no glare and glare conditions (0.09 ± 0.10 with no glare vs 0.44 ± 0.21 with glare, p < 0.01). The low contrast acuity in no glare conditions was about 2 lines worse than the high contrast BDVA reported above.

Figure 4 shows a box-whisker plot of the distributions of the Rasch-scored results of the Quality of Vision questionnaire, showing summary data for the Frequency, Severity and Degree of Bother of visual disturbances with this IOL. There was no correlation between the Q of V scores and the follow-up time. There was also no apparent correlation between the Q of V scores and the refractive status or visual acuity results. Figure 5 shows the average responses related to each of the specific visual disturbances included in the questionnaire. For glare, halos and starbursts, three of the visual disturbances most often reported with multifocal and EDOF IOLs, 93% or more of

### Table 1 Subject (n = 40) Demographics and Refractive Data (80 Eyes)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Male/Female</th>
<th>25/15</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>59 ± 8 (48 to 81)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-toric/Toric</td>
<td>68/12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Days post-surgery</td>
<td>186 ± 98 (91 to 413)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRSE (D)</td>
<td>-0.06 ± 0.36 (-1.00 to 1.12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cylinder (D)</td>
<td>-0.37 ± 0.29 (-1.25 to 0.00)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviations:** MRSE, mean refraction spherical equivalent; D, diopter.
subjects reported a frequency of “never” or “occasionally”, 90% a severity of “not at all” or “mild” and 95% a degree of bother of “not at all” or “a little”. The most frequently reported visual disturbances in the current study were hazy vision, blurred vision and focusing difficulties.

Discussion
These results are among the first reported for this IOL in a clinical setting. As noted earlier, defocus curve results are reported in a separate publication. The distance corrected and uncorrected VA results at all tested distances were slightly better than those reported in the Vivity FDA Summary of Safety and Effectiveness document. They were also slightly better than the results reported by Bala et al and Arrigo. The Vivity lens also seemed to provide intermediate VA results that were better than those reported for several other EDOF lenses, and a monofocal IOL enhanced to improve intermediate vision. The combined use of a small aperture IOL (IC-8, Acufocus) and the Symfony diffractive EDOF lens appeared to provide similar intermediate vision to that obtained with the Vivity lens in the current study, as did one other EDOF lens (Mini Well®, SiFi Medtec, Catania, Italy). In all the studies mentioned above the binocular distance vision appeared comparable, though the mean binocular near vision measured in the current study was almost 1 line to more than two lines better than results from the different EDOF IOLs in these other studies. As always, comparisons between different clinical studies must be evaluated with due consideration for different testing conditions, test distances (eg, intermediate), inclusion/exclusion criteria and follow-up time.
Mesopic VA at 50 cm was similar to the photopic VA measured at the same distance and was about a line better than mesopic VA at 40 cm. No specific luminance was recorded for these measures, so it is possible the level of room illumination was not dimmed sufficiently to result in a measurable difference.

Figure 3 Uncorrected photopic low contrast binocular visual acuity at 4 m.
Abbreviation: logMAR, log of the minimum angle of resolution.

Figure 4 Distribution of aggregate results for the Quality of Vision questionnaire.
Low contrast visual acuity at distance was reduced by about 2 lines in the no glare condition and about 5 lines with added glare. These results were slightly better than recorded for an EDOF lens and a trifocal IOL at the same practice, though the testing methodology was slightly different for both studies.²¹

Figure 5 Detailed Quality of Vision questionnaire responses, with scoring on a 0–3 ordinal scale (lower is better). (A) Frequency, (B) severity, (C) degree of bother.
The overall Quality of Vision scores were somewhat higher than expected, though visual disturbances such as glare, halos and starbursts were reported infrequently and were classified as of little or no bother. The frequency, severity and degree of bother related to glare, halos and starbursts reported here are lower than those reported by Bala et al 13 and Arrigo et al 15 for the same lens using the same questionnaire; subjects were evaluated at 3 months postoperative in these two studies.13 In the current study, hazy vision and blurred vision were reported most often. In contrast to this, raw scores from Arrigo et al indicated that blurred vision and trouble focusing were of most concern to subjects (after glare and halos), but hazy vision and fluctuating vision were never, or only rarely, reported. While a different questionnaire was used for the Vivity trial to obtain FDA approval, the questions were very similar; the level of hazy vision reported here appears higher than was reported in that previous trial.12 It is unclear whether the questionnaire results obtained in the current study were related to patient expectations, patient instructions related to the questionnaire or regional differences in responses; the latter issue has been noted in the past.22 Residual refractive error is also a possible contributing factor, though we found no correlation. Ocular surface disease may be another contributing factor. Further studies would be helpful in determining if the results at this site were anomalous. Aggregate raw scores appeared lower (better) than those previously reported for an EDOF lens and bifocal lens using the same questionnaire.23

There are limitations to the current study. It was at a single center and the number of subjects was limited. Subjects were recruited from patients in the practice who had already been binocularly implanted with the Vivity IOL, so there was a relatively wide range of follow-up. Mesopic vision illumination levels were not recorded. The range of postoperative follow-up was also relatively high (91 to 413 days), which might be a concern related to different levels of neuroadaptation. However, we found no correlation between quality of vision scores and follow-up time; recent research has suggested that neuroadaptation occurs within 3 months of implantation of either a monofocal or multifocal IOL.24

In conclusion, the Vivity IOL provided patients with good distance and intermediate vision, and functional near vision; with most subjects reporting little or no bother from glare, halos, or starbursts.
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